Methodical approaches to the management of the crewing company efficiency

Abstract. Under the conditions of personnel shortage and access to the world market, the availability of an effective system for managing effectiveness is a decisive factor in the successful functioning of a crewing company. The purpose of the paper is to develop a methodology to enhance seafarers’ efficiency for a crewing company. To do this, different approaches to managing crewing company effectiveness are examined in this paper, taking into account peculiarities of crewing and the conditions in the global seafarer market.

Unlike the existing ones, the approach proposed by the authors allows giving recommendations for improving efficiency of crewing companies. Therefore, according to experimental calculations provided by Global Odessa crewing company, the highest profit can be made with full crewing management (USD 416,220 per contract).

According to the same scheme, the highest profit in USD per seafarer (USD 16,664.9 per seafarer) is also observed. The developed CUBE provides the opportunity to demonstrate different categories of seafarers, which further helps the crewing company identify those seafarers who meet its needs to achieve a specific goal in the management of its effectiveness. For example, with a base indicator of 4.25, there are two possible scenarios in performance management. With a minimum of investments, the most «profitable» employees for the crewing company will be those seafarers who, according to their characteristics, correspond to the «premium» group, have a normal or excellent ratio of the seafarer age and experience and receive positive reference with a high professional assessment from the previous employer-shipowner. The most promising with regard to training are those seafarers who get into a block with the following characteristics: the «standard» group with favourable «age - experience» and «Shipping company’s references - characteristics» ratio.

The conducted research has shown that in order to ensure the effectiveness of the crewing company, different ways of managing the efficiency are possible, depending on the purpose of the operation and the balance of supply and demand on the seafarer market. In some cases, the company can attract any seafarers, and in the others it will be more appropriate for the company to focus on finding prospective or profitable seafarers.
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Підходи до управління ефективністю крюїнгової компанії

Анотація. В умовах дефіциту командного складу і надлишку рядового складу на світовому ринку для крюїнгової компанії вирішальним фактором успішного функціонування є наявність ефективної системи управління ефективності діяльності. Мета статті полягає в розробці підходу до управління ефективністю моряка для крюїнгової компанії. Для цього в статті досліджено підходи до управління ефективністю крюїнгової компанії з урахуванням специфіки її роботи та стану на глобальному ринку праці моряків. Авторами запропоновано методичний підхід, що взаємопов’язує управління ефективністю крюїнгової компанії та ефективність (перспективність, прибутковість) моряка. Навідміну відіснуючим, запропонований підхід дозволяє в залежності від виду крюїнгу, особливостей формування фінансових результатів і врахування ситуації на ринку надати рекомендації з підвищення ефективності. За експериментальними розрахунками за даними крюїнгового агентства «Глобал Одесса» найбільший прибуток може бути отриманий при повному крюїнг-менеджменті (416220 дол. на контракт). За цією схемою спостерігається найвищий питомий прибуток (16664,9 дол. на моряка). Розроблений КУБ надає можливість візуально продемонструвати різні категорії моряків, що в подальшому допомагає крюїнговій компанії вибрати лише тих моряків, які найбільше відповідають її потребам для досягнення конкретної мети в процесі управління її ефективністю. Наприклад, при базовому значенні коефіцієнта 4,25 можливі дві сценарії в управлінні ефективністю. При мінімумі вкладень найбільш «прибутковими» для крюїнгової компанії будуть моряки, які за своїми характеристиками відповідають групі «преміум», а за мінімумом вкладень найбільш «перспективними» моряки, які в подальшому допомагають крюїнговій компанії досягти визначеної мети. Разробнений КУБ, підход, що враховує ситуацію на ринку, дозволяє візуально графічно представити різні категорії моряків, що в подальшому допомагає крюїнговій компанії виділити лише тих моряків, які найбільше відповідають її потребам для досягнення конкретної мети в процесі управління її ефективністю. Ключові слова: крюїнгова компанія; моряк; ефективність; прибутковість, кваліфікація.
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Подходы к управлению эффективностью крюинговой компании

Аннотация. В условиях дефицита командного и избытка рядового состава на мировом рынке для крюинговой компании решающим фактором успешного функционирования является наличие системы управления эффективностью деятельности. Цель статьи заключается в разработке подхода к управлению эффективностью моряка. Для этого в статье рассматриваются подходы к управлению эффективностью крюинговой компании с учетом специфики ее работы и состояния на глобальном рынке труда моряков. Авторами предложен подход, взаимосвязывающий управление эффективностью крюинговой компании и эффективность (перспективность, доходность) моряка. В отличие от существующих, предложенный подход позволяет, в зависимости от вида крюинга, особенностей формирования финансовых результатов и учета ситуации на рынке, дать рекомендации по повышению эффективности. Так, по экспериментальным расчетам с учетом данных крюингового агентства «Глобал Одесса» наибольшая прибыль может быть получена при полном крюинг-менеджменте (416220 долл. на контракт). По этой же схеме наблюдается и самая высокая удельная прибыль (16664,9 долл. на моряка). Разработанный КУБ, позволяющий визуально представить
Soldiers and sailors of different categories are demonstrated, which, in the long run, helps the crewing company to select those who are most responsive to its needs for achieving specific goals in the process of managing its effectiveness. For example, with a baseline value of the coefficient 4.25, two scenarios are possible in managing effectiveness. At a minimum of investments, the most profitable crew for the crewing company are sailors who match the "premium" group with a normal or excellent ratio of age and experience and positive feedback and high professional evaluation of the previous employer-shipowner. The most promising from the point of view of training are sailors who are included in the group with such a ratio: "standard" with promising ratios "age − experience" and "feedback − characteristics". The conducted research showed that for the efficient functioning of the crewing company, different ways of managing effectiveness are possible depending on the company's goals and the ratio of demand and supply in the shipping market. In certain cases, the company may attract any sailors, but in others, it will be more reasonable to focus on finding or profitable sailors.

**Key words:** crewing company; sailor; effectiveness; profitability; qualification.

1. Introduction

In today's conditions, the decisive factor for the crewing company in terms of the successful functioning of the market is the availability of an effective system for managing effectiveness. A prerequisite for the construction of such a system is the use of an effective mechanism for a comprehensive assessment of its functioning effectiveness, taking into account the system approach, which includes a comprehensive assessment of the efficiency of the crewing company performance. At the same time, it is important not only to evaluate the company's efficiency over a certain period of time, but also to develop various variants of the company's development including different parameters of its activities: the type of crewing, the company's development strategy, the number and types of customers' shipping companies, trends in the market of crewing services, the global seafarers labour market, etc.

2. Brief Literature Review

Many scientific papers are devoted to the analysis of approaches and methods for assessing the effectiveness of the company, which are the basis of the company's management system, which should cover the entire spectrum of tasks in the field of strategic and operational management. The elements of this system are setting goals, developing ways to achieve them and evaluating the results obtained using certain methods of assessing effectiveness.

In work [1] it is indicated that there are a lot of methods for managing enterprise efficiency, which are proposed to be grouped into three groups: heuristic, calculated and combined. The dependence of the evaluation method on the criterion of effectiveness is indicated. Also, benchmarking is expected to be promoted as a leading method of doing business.

Some researchers [2] argue that the main performance criteria should include profitability indicators which summarise other performance indicators and allow one to investigate the impact of a set of factors that affect the final result of the company. From the point of view of building a performance management system, the approach based on the assessment of the enterprise potential has been widely disseminated [3]. The authors pay attention to the structuring of economic potential and methods used in its evaluation.

According to many scholars, the most commonly used concept is the one by Norton and Kaplan (Balanced Scorecard - BSC), in which, besides the traditionally estimated financial indicators, customer information, internal processes, and company personnel training and development are analysed. Also, this system provides not only a retrospective analysis of the results achieved, but also predictive values for certain items [4–5].

Evolutionary development in the issue of efficiency assessment was presented by the concept of Business Performance Management (BPM) which is a relatively new concept of management, which indicates a holistic, process-oriented approach to management decisions, aimed at increasing the company's ability to assess its financial situation and manage its performance at all levels by bringing together owners, managers, staff and external contractors within the framework of a common integrated management environment [6].

Some authors propose to use a single integrated indicator as an efficiency criterion, for example, the value of an enterprise that aggregates the influence of all of the above elements [7–9].

Therefore, nowadays a value approach to managing the efficiency of the company, which is based on the estimation of a single indicator - the cost of a company and takes into account
many different factors, including the external environment and market situation, is gaining in popularity [7]. There are a lot of value methods, but the most well-known method, the one of Economic Value Added (EVA), is the calculation of economic value added.

A separate analysis is required for the works of local and foreign scientists, which are devoted to the impact of human resources management on the efficiency of the company. In work [10], crewing services are studied and the basis for increasing the efficiency of crewing services from the point of view of personnel management is considered. At the same time, the proposed method does not take into account the market situation and the possible variability of the company’s goals.

The author of this work [11] pays much attention to business processes, however his analysis relates mainly to business processes inherent in the shipowner’s office, which does not always coincide with the scheme of work with crewing management and net crewing.

Among foreign researches, it is possible to distinguish the work on hiring procedures which are applied by many Romanian crewing agencies and the practice of using functional IT tools and methods which are aimed at improving the productivity and quality of Marlow Navigation company work [15-16]. In [21], Jeroen Hollebrands analysed the effectiveness of transferring crew management of a shipowner to outsourcing to a well-known ship operator. This concerned the maintenance, supply and insurance of the crew. Aspects of manning and evaluating the effectiveness of this business process has remained unaddressed. Certain aspects of the impact of crew management policies on the ships operational efficiency are given the attention by Jatau (2002) [22]. It is argued that the long-term relationship between the seafarer and the company, and therefore between the seafarer and the ship, increases operational efficiency. A special role in improving the competence and qualifications of a seaman is assigned to training, refresher and updating courses. A comparative analysis was carried out for various crew recruitment schemes for factors such as the length of service for one employer, the total number of years spent at sea, positions, the percentage of seafarers with certificate with endorsement, etc., which confirms the importance of taking such factors into account when evaluating the company effectiveness, yet that did not find its continuation in the assessment methodology. The papers by Leo Čampara, Vlado Frančić and Matko Bupić [23], as well as by Inderveer Solanki [24], is devoted to improving the system of vocational secondary and higher education of seafarers. The education factor will be used in the proposed methodical, however along with other factors.

The correlation between different groups of employers’ claims with the salary and labour productivity does not answer the question of how the availability of employees with a certain set of skills affects the employer’s efficiency (David Deming and Lisa B. Kahn, 2017) [17]. The ambiguity of various factors namely education and work experience impact on labour productivity was revealed during the study by Indian scholars (B. R. Kotur & S. Anbazhagan, 2014) [18]. We believe that in order to assess a crewing company’s effectiveness, it is necessary to expand the list of key factors of influence.

The presence of such a wide range of approaches and methods of efficiency management that reflect the specifics of the crew recruitment shows that there is no single universal methodology. In our opinion, depending on the type of crewing, peculiarities of the financial results formation and taking into account the situation on the market, one can propose one’s own mechanism of managing crewing company efficiency.

3. The purpose of the paper lies in the developing of a methodical approach to managing seafarers’ effectiveness for a crewing company. To do this, approaches to managing crewing company effectiveness taking into account crewing company work peculiarity and the condition of the global seafarers’ labour market are examined in this article.

4. Results
The need to ensure the efficiency of the enterprise has led to the appearance of «efficiency management» concept under which a system aimed at achieving a goal (sometimes success), provided its separate components coordinated actions is understood.

According to most scholars’ opinion, the efficiency managing process is cyclical. There is no single cycle stages list. Different authors’ opinions are presented in work [12]. They all combine the presence of certain process elements: definition of goals, development of plans and their implementation, monitoring of goals which is effectiveness evaluation with the help of the chosen method, and adjustment and improvement of goals or objectives.
Within this work, we will not regard all the overall process stages of managing efficiency, however we will consider it in the light of the main type of crewing company activity which is seafarers’ employment. Meanwhile, the moment of choosing seafarers, the work with whom will provide the most effectiveness for a crewing company, is important.

Thus, the choice of the most appropriate method of managing efficiency in particular conditions is based on defining of the purpose of functioning. This is fundamentally important because the goal determines the methods, indicators and their corresponding performance management systems.

It is suggested to include the following most common goals of commercial enterprise performance under market conditions:
- growth of the competitiveness level;
- maximisation of profits;
- maximisation of the enterprise value.

On the basis of the carried out research, we determined the following principles for assessing the crewing company performance efficiency. They are based on classical methods and take into account the need of the ratio to evaluation criterion from the chosen system (Figure 1).

The difficulty in implementing benchmarking in crewing activity is the market international nature and the absence of accurate (reliable) information about crewing companies work at the market. The assessment of the level of competitiveness allows you to determine positions of the company at the market, yet it does not always reveal the internal reserves of the crewing company itself, which is extremely important in efficiency management.

When using the BSC (Balanced scorecard) system, the most difficult thing is to choose an adequate evaluation criterion for achieving a certain goal, as well as to gather necessary information for the assessment. This is especially true of the company’s performance quality scorecard, which is in the crewing in the overwhelming majority of cases.

The Economic Value Added (EVA) method is the most appropriate in determining effectiveness of a particular project; it can also be used when assessing a crewing company’s performance. It can be taken as an extra method in some cases, however it does not always provide full objective information about the work of the crewing company’s separate structural departments and does not show the effect of changes of the company’s performance separate scorecard on its effectiveness in the long run.

To assess crewing company’s performance effectiveness, it is necessary to determine the performance effectiveness scorecard. All scorecards are related to the crewing company’s results which depend on the staff and seafarers work.

---

**Figure 1:**
Dependence of the assessment of effectiveness of the crewing company’s activity management on the company’s goal
Source: Compiled by the authors
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The main crewing company activity and profit source is seafarers' employment on vessels. The cost volumes and structure, as well as the mechanism of profit formation, differ considerably in different types of crewing. This should be taken into account while determining financial scorecards used to manage the crewing company’s efficiency [13].

A fundamentally different cost level for a crewing company is observed for various types of crewing. This is due to various schemes for the formation of financial results, which are the subject of research in this research and significantly affect the choice of an effectiveness management system for a crewing company.

The highest profit margin was obtained with full crewing management (Table 1). However, under the conditions of the crewing company, a different number of seafarers were employed for various types of crewing.

Figure 2 shows the values of the unit income, unit costs and unit profit of the crewing company «Global Odessa» in 2018 for various types of crewing. The data presented indicate that the highest level of profit per seafarer is achieved with full crewing management.

Under certain crewing schemes (in particular, the representative company of shipowner), the only approach to evaluate the company performance is to evaluate its costs.

Figure 3 shows the main ways of changing crewing company financial results.

At the same time, it is necessary to remember that employed seafarers have different characteristics, both personal and qualification. On this basis, they have different effectiveness (promise, profitability) for the crewing company. Also, for various purposes, crewing companies can focus on attracting different seafarers. We will focus on the study of the relationship between crewing company effectiveness management and seafarer’s efficiency (promise, profitability). To do this, we have classified all seafarers into groups according to characteristics that are dominant for different participants in the employment process:

a. the «references - characteristics» ratio is a dominant feature for a shipping company;

b. the «age - experience» ratio is a dominant feature for a seafarer;

c. the «seafarer qualifications - loyalty to the crewing company» ratio is a dominant feature for a crewing company.

1. Calculation of the «references - characteristics» ratio. The assessment is carried out solely on the seafarers’ characteristics from shipowners received after recent voyages. You can accept

Table 1:
Calculation of financial results of the crewing company for various types of crewing, USD/contract

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicators</th>
<th>Pure crewing</th>
<th>Crew management</th>
<th>Representative company of shipowner</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Income</td>
<td>69,800</td>
<td>3,981,700</td>
<td>338,480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costs</td>
<td>36,562</td>
<td>3,565,480</td>
<td>277,880</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profit</td>
<td>33,238</td>
<td>416,220</td>
<td>60,600</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Compiled by the authors based on the data of the crewing company, «Global Odessa», 2018

Figure 2:
The unit income, unit costs and unit profit of the crewing company for various types of crewing, USD /seafarer

Source: Compiled by the authors according to the data of the crewing company «Global Odessa», 2018
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references no later than for 3-4 recent years, provided that the seafarer has been working in his job all this time.

The following scale is proposed:

- «problems» (unsatisfactory) - during previous voyages, there have been incidents because of seafarer’s fault; the shipping company has suffered losses; it does not find the seafarer reliable and does not foresee further cooperation with him;
- «norm» - references from previous voyages indicate that the seafarer carries out his duties efficiently and in a sufficient volume; there are no remarks as for the seafarer’s work and behaviour;
- «prospects» - the shipping company is satisfied with the cooperation with a seafarer and considers it reasonable to continue it; during the voyage the seafarer performed his duties at a high professional level and in a volume that exceeded his professional duties.

2. Definition according to the «age - experience» ratio. The coefficient (ratio of voyage days in the seafarer’s position to his age) is calculated for different age and qualification groups.

The following scale is proposed:

- «unsatisfactory» - the seafarer’s age does not correspond to the number of voyage days according to the proposed (appropriate) position;
- «norm» - the seafarer’s age fully corresponds to the number of voyage days;
- «excellent» (prospects) - the seafarer’s age is ahead of standard values of the ratio of voyage days to the seafarer’s age.

3. Definition according to the «seafarer qualifications - loyalty to the crewing company (CC)» ratio.

- «STANDARD» - cadets who have a minimum set of certificates for the relevant post;
- «STANDARD +» - cadets who have the minimum set of certificates required for a given position and have been marked by a crewing company as reliable employees who are loyal to a particular crewing company and who intend to continue their studies (promising in their studies);
- «PREMIUM» - officers (leading staff), who have a necessary set of certificates for the corresponding position;
- «PREMIUM +» officers (leading staff), who have a necessary set of certificates required for a corresponding position and have been marked by a crewing company as reliable employees who are loyal to a particular crewing company with whom they have been collaborating for a long time.

Loyalty can be estimated according to the following criteria:

- informal criteria (social, psychological, the company’s employee commitment, identification, engagement);
- formal criteria (the number of voyage days per year, offer acceptance (refusal), discipline in documents preparation, crewing managers references, time for documents execution, the number of orders).

Graphically, «efficiency (attractiveness, profitability)» of a seafarer for a crewing company is shown in Figure 4.

This CUBE helps visually demonstrate the different categories of seafarers, which will further contribute to the selection of those seafarers that most fully meet the needs of the crewing company to achieve a specific goal in the management of efficiency.
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This approach can be used for various purposes that a crewing company faces, by setting different values of impact of various components. In particular, if the purpose of the study is to identify the most «profitable» seafarers, the indicators characterising the seafarers’ competence will become most influential because their level of wages, and consequently, the level of the crewing company’s income depends on them. In order to identify the seafarers having the best abilities to learn, the indicators that show loyalty to the crewing company are of the greatest impact. To reduce the risks associated with seafarers productive activities, or to ensure the continuance of relations with a particular shipping company, it is necessary to pay attention to the impact of the indicators of the shipping company’s reference group.

For each of the indicators, a score is assigned from 0 to 2. As a result, a range of values is constructed for various groups:

- «problems» - up to 1;
- «norm» - from 1 to 1.17;
- «prospects» - from 1.18 to 1.5.

For example, the STANDARD group provides that seafarers’ age and experience are unsatisfactory and there is a lack of feedback from the previous employer-shipowner. The base coefficient is determined as:

$$K = K_{cl}^{st} + K_{ae}^{uns} + K_{rs}^{pr} = 1 + 0 + 0 = 1,$$

where:

- $K_{cl}^{st}$ - the indicators characterising the position of the Standard in the «competence - loyalty to the crewing company» ratio;
- $K_{ae}^{uns}$ - the indicator characterising the state of unsatisfactory in the «age - experience of a seafarer» ratio;
- $K_{rs}^{pr}$ - the indicator characterising the group «Problems» in the «shipping company’s references - characteristics» ratio.

The basic parameters that demonstrate the selection of a seafarer by a crewing company are shown in Table 2.

The results obtained with the basic parameters indicate that, for example, with the minimum investment, the most profitable for the crewing company will be the seafarers who by their characteristics go to the red sector in Figure 5. And the most perspective from the point of view of training are seafarers who go to blocks that are highlighted blue (Figure 5, Table 2).
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Different market situations are possible. Now the labour market is experiencing a shortage of officers. According to the BIMCO forecast, by the year 2020, the deficit of officers is expected to be 92,000 people, and even more by 2025 which will be 147.5 thousand officers [14]. The solution of this problem is possible with the help of cadet training, assignment of regular ranks, as well as training of a certain category of private. For example, in 2015, out of 39.0 thousand Ukrainian officers working on vessels of the world merchant fleet, 21.85 thousand officers confirmed their skills at the Inspectorate for Training and Certification of Seafarers [19]. The dynamics of seafarers who confirmed their qualification in 2017-2018, taking into account the forecast for 2019, is shown in Figure 5.

The crewing company should decide on further action on the basis of a study of the market situation and an analysis of its own capabilities.

Some large companies set up their own training centres to train and retrain seafarers for the required diplomas in accordance with the requirements of the STCW [20] to provide job vacancies on board the company’s vessels.

However, this way is very consuming in terms of the capital. Modern equipment for preparing seafarers for modern vehicles requires large costs. Therefore, only few crewing companies can afford such centres.

Table 2:
Basic parameters of a seaman selection by a crewing company

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Competence - loyalty to the crewing company</th>
<th>Age experience of a seafarer</th>
<th>Shipping company’s references – characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>«unsatisfactory»</td>
<td>«problems»</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STANDARD</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>«normal»</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>«excellent»</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STANDARD+</td>
<td>«unsatisfactory»</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>«normal»</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>«excellent»</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PREMIUM</td>
<td>«unsatisfactory»</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>«normal»</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>«excellent»</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PREMIUM+</td>
<td>«unsatisfactory»</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>«normal»</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>«excellent»</td>
<td>1.09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Compiled by the authors

Figure 5:
Dynamics of people who confirmed their skills at the Inspectorate for Training and Certification of Seafarers*

Note: * – Forecast data
Source: Compiled by the authors based on [19]
Therefore, in order to ensure the effectiveness of a crewing company, different ways of efficiency managing are possible depending on the purpose of the operation and the ratio of demand and supply on the seafarers employment market (Figure 6).

The crewing company is an intermediary, and its task is to keep track of the situation on the market and take timely action. In a situation where the demand for seafarers by shipping companies is considerably less than the supply, in order to ensure the efficiency of its operation, the crewing company should focus on improving the seafarer selection system, which envisages, first of all, investment in the crewing company personnel, its training and introduction of modern HR techniques into the company work.

If supply exceeds demand, it implies a completely different behaviour from the crewing company. To ensure completion of orders from shipping companies, the crewing company must offer seafarers more favourable working conditions, to poach them from other intermediaries.

It is also necessary to take into account the ratio of demand and supply for certain categories of seafarers. Now we can see a shortage of officers. And over time, according to expert estimates [14], this situation is only going to build up. In this case, one of the main ways to ensure the efficiency of the crewing company is to invest in seafarers training in order to meet the demand for officers from the part of shipping companies.

Also, based on various goals of crewing company performance in different market situations, the crewing company is interested in attracting various seafarers. Therefore, depending on crewing company’s performance goals, it will be interested in various seafarers.

For example, to enlarge the market share, the crewing company is interested in attracting as many seafarers as possible, regardless of their level of qualification and working experience. Provided Demand > Supply, the crewing company should direct its resources to the development of seafarers' databases. Provided that Demand < Supply, the crewing company should focus on finding and engaging into cooperation new shipboard companies.

If a crewing company wants to increase profit, it is interested in greater seafarers’ profitability, which directly depends on seafarer’s salary level, which in its turn depends on his qualifications. Provided that Demand > Supply, which indicates that there is a shortage of seafarers at the market, the crewing company must work with all seafarers. However, when Demand < Supply the crewing company can afford to select seafarers with the help of the proposed method (Figure 4 - CUBE). In this case, the crewing company must invest resources into headhunting and engaging (poaching) of only more profitable seafarers.

Provided the crewing company wants to grow in value, it is interested not only in highly skilled (profitable) seafarers, but more in prospective seafarers who seek development (professional development, training and progress). That is, motivation and encouragement of company’s own seafarers in order to improve their skills will be the way of company’s development to increase its efficiency. This is advisable when there is absence of qualified personnel at the seafarers labour market, that is, when there is a Demand > Supply market situation.

When Demand < Supply, small crewing companies are in a difficult situation as increasing the cost in these conditions is mainly possible establishing their own training centres, the cost of which increases the cost of the crewing company. But this requires significant investment. Therefore, this option is more suitable for shipowners’ representatives who can survive in conditions of a limited demand and focus on increasing seafarers’ «cost» in the long term by improving their qualifications.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category of effective seafarers</th>
<th>Goal</th>
<th>Ways of achievement in situation</th>
<th>Demand &gt; Supply</th>
<th>Demand &lt; Supply</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Increasing the market share</td>
<td></td>
<td>Headhunting for any seafarers. The development of seafarers' databases</td>
<td>Expectedly</td>
<td>Expectedly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximising profits</td>
<td></td>
<td>Headhunting for profitable seafarers with the help of the CUBE</td>
<td>Expectedly</td>
<td>Expectedly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximising the company’s value</td>
<td></td>
<td>Establishing training centres and training seafarers in them</td>
<td>Expectedly</td>
<td>Expectedly</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6: Ways of ensuring the crewing company’s effectiveness depending on the purpose of its operation
Source: Compiled by the authors
Making a decision to invest into seafarer training is important. The most interesting from this point of view is the «PREMIUM» group. While evaluating, it is necessary to take into account the following factors.

1. Increasing of the company’s expenses for the sum of expenses for training and further hiring of seafarers who have passed the training. Raising seafarers’ loyalty to this crewing company.

2. Growing of the crewing company’s income as a result of seafarers’ increased salaries after improving their qualifications.

Probably, in some cases, it will be more reasonable to conclude an agreement with a training centre, or a higher or vocational educational institution.

All these factors need to be taken into account while choosing the company’s development option to improve management efficiency.

5. Conclusions

The carried out study showed that today, when considering the economy and management of crewing companies it is necessary to apply more advanced tools, not limiting them to using only traditional methods of efficiency management. The dependence of the performance purpose and method of assessing effectiveness was clearly marked. This dependence was illustrated by the example of the three most common company goals.

Taking into consideration that the main activity and also the main source of income for the crewing company is the process of seafarers employment for world merchant fleet vessels, it is proposed to classify all seafarers according to the main features, dominant for the main employment process participants: a shipping company, a crewing company and a seafarer.

The developed CUBE reflects graphically seafarers’ efficiency (profitability) for a crewing company. That is, it provides the opportunity to demonstrate seafarers’ different categories visually, which in what follows helps the crewing company to identify those seafarers who are in line with its needs the fullest to achieve a specific goal in the process of company effectiveness management.

To ensure the crewing company effectiveness, there might be different ways of managing its efficiency depending on its performance purpose, and the demand and supply ratio at the seafarer employment market. In some cases, the company can attract any seafarers, and in other cases it will be more reasonable for the company to focus on headhunting prospective or profitable seafarers.

In what follows, it is envisaged to develop a mechanism for managing the crewing company efficiency, taking into account the procedure of the most effective seafarer selection proposed in this paper to ensure the achievement of goals of crewing companies.
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